
WATERBEACH PARISH COUNCIL 

Parish Council meeting 2 June 2020 

 

Clerk’s update 

Council business: 

APM:  Each year WPC normally organises the Annual Parish Meeting for residents which take place 

before the end of June. This was not referred to in the recent Coronavirus Regulations 2020 Act, but 

it is difficult to foresee when this can arranged so  I have been in touch with our Council and 

Committee Chairs to suggest WPC produces a written report about PC activities in the last year. This 

can then be put onto the website (and potentially distributed in hard copy, although this would need 

some thinking about logistically speaking).    

Election:  SCDC received a valid petition in relation to the recent vacancy on the parish council. In 

accordance with the Coronavirus Regulations Act this means we will be holding an election to that 

position on 6th May 2021 (unless the law changes in the interim). I have asked SCDC if it can be 

arranged to go hand in hand with the Neighbourhood Plan referendum next year but they have 

reserved their position on this at the present time.  

End year accounts – these have not been finalised yet. They will be presented in the first instance to 

the Finance Committee – meeting to be arranged once the documents are ready.  

 

Grounds: 

Play areas remain off-limits. The toddler wheeled park has been found to have been open on two 

occasions when the cable ties were cut and signage torn down, while this has happened once on the 

play park too. On balance we are continuing to cable tie because past experiences suggest 

trespassers will otherwise damage the fence to gain access.  

Tennis courts and skatepark are open, as is one cricket net (in line with ECB guidance). Bowls 

England has sent out guidance approved by HM Government) which allows bowls rinks to partially 

open for individual practice. I have reminded the Club however that as with the sports pavilion, the 

bowls pavilion also remains out of bounds.   

 Signs at the Rec entrances have been updated to ask people to move if the Groundsman is working 

nearby and also stress that BBQs are not permitted.   

There was some concern on social media that the grass around the skatepark was long and untidy. It 

normally has a cut in April to about 4 inches height but this was not possible this year.  A long cut 

now when it is very dry and the grass is stressed would be likely to send it brown and dormant or 

worse.  If the grass is killed off, the soil can be easily eroded from around the ramps building up 

more problems in future.   

During the period when the Recreation Ground was growing longer than usual it was discovered that 

there are bee orchids in the vicinity of one of the football pitches/edge of cricket square. They had 

started to regrow again but the hot weather seems to have killed them back for the time being at 

least. I understand that bee orchids cannot be moved without licence, so will need to find out more 

details about this and meanwhile the strip will not be mowed.    



The cricket square has not been maintained to the same level this year.  The cricket club’s fixture list 

was front loaded which meant that their fixtures would have been complete by end July so the 

prospects of any formal matches taking place are very small.   It will start to receive light-touch 

maintenance in order to ensure it doesn’t become unmanageable next year. 

The Recreation Ground car park project is underway. 

 

Other issues: 

A resident in Winfold Rd has contacted me again unhappy that we are not agreeing to remove the 

trees whose debris is falling on their property.  I have let them know that when the next tree survey 

is done in the Autumn I will ask the arboriculture expert to consider if there are any steps that could 

be taken to ameliorate the situation. 

 

Bank Account holdings: 

 

Elsewhere on the agenda is a proposal to transfer funding from Unity Trust to CCLA to maintain 

protection over our holdings with Unity Trust.  
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